
Sole Source Procurement Instructions 

Department:  Date:  

Vendor:  

It is the  policy  of the City of Harrisonburg that contracts/products be awarded on a competitive basis 
and that the  use of a sole source procurement must  be limited to those instances  where only one 
source is practicably available.   Per Virginia Code 2.2-4303 and 2.2-4360, the sole source document 
must be posted online for a minimum of ten (10) days before purchasing the product/service.

1. Explain why this  is the only product or service that can meet  the needs ofthe department making the
purchase.

2. Explain why this vendor is the only practicably available source from which  to obtain this  product or
service.

3. Explain why the  price is considered reasonable.

4. Describe the  efforts that  were  made to conduct a noncompetitive negotiation to get the  best possible
price  for the  taxpayers.

Please attach this form to the Requisition and forward to Purchasing. 

Signature:  ______________________________________________________________  Date: _________________ 

Product/Service:

___________________________________ _________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________


	Date: 11/09/2022
	Vendor: TargetSolutions (Vector Solutions)
	Question 1: The Human Resources Department ccordinates the use of the Citywide learning management system. We originally selected TargetSolutions during Fiscal Year 2018 using a cooperative contract with NPPGov and have been adding all of our learning management information into the system for tracking purposes since implementation. The system offers pre-made trainings on a plethora of topics and offers numerous hours of training material for Fire Departments. Our Fire Department has taken advantage of these courses, and other TargetSolutions features, to conduct, track, and maintain all new hire training once released from the academy and most, if not all, required trainings for current employees. The system also offers a variety of OSHA trainings that are required for multiple positions Citywide and meet OSHA's regulatory requirements to ensure compliance. Other trainings, such as driver trainings and water/sewer-specific, are utilized in other departments throughout the year. The system allows for custom activity creations to build City-specific trainings, managing credentials (i.e., annual driver trainings, etc.), file center to upload unique content for our trainings, a test builder option to ensure employees comprehend the material that they've just learned/reviewed, a report generator to easily provide documentation of trainings, and an events manager, which is heavily utilized to track allendance at trainings outside of the electronic system (i.e., in-person workers' ccmpensation and safety trainings, etc.).
	Question 2: The City's Safety Committee and other stakeholders in the City reviewed various options prior to the previous purchase of TargetSolutions. TargetSolutions offers specific child sites/trainings to Public Utilities, Police, and Fire with courses created specifically for those sub-industries of the local government sector. Additionally, our other departments find the system useful and helpful in having on-demand trainings available, tracking their training history, and more. Due to the unique nature of the City essentially having multiple sub-industries (public safety, parks and recreation, public works, etc.), TargetSolutions fits most, if not all, needs of all departments.
	Question 3: The price is considered reasonable as we have been able to previously compare our contracted rates with those of other government customers. Upon conducting those comparisons, we were able to determine that we are in a similar price point as those other TargetSolutions customers. Additionally, as an online and electronic system, we are able to provide required and optional on-demand training, along with the system's other features, to our employees at a rate that cannot be competed against compared to in-person training options.
	Question 4: Upon notification of the previous cooperative contract agreement not being available to renew for current renewal period with TargetSolutions, the City researched other contracts and spoke with a TargetSolutions Public Sector Account Manager in 2021. There is a cooperative agreement available for our use again this year; however, the pricing in the cooperative agreement is more expensive than what we currently pay for the services. In light of this, we are seeking to sole source the service. 
	Text1: 11/09/2022
	Department: Human Resources Department
	Product/Service:: Learning Management System


